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Abstract Cloud computing infrastructures are providing resources on demand for tackling
the needs of large-scale distributed applications. To adapt to the diversity of cloud infras-
tructures and usage, new operation tools and models are needed. Estimating the amount of
resources consumed by each application in particular is a difficult problem, both for end
users who aim at minimizing their costs and infrastructure providers who aim at control-
ling their resources allocation. Furthermore, network provision is generally not controlled
on clouds. This paper describes a framework automating cloud resources allocation, deploy-
ment and application execution control. It is based on a cost estimation model taking into
account both virtual network and nodes managed by the cloud. The flexible provisioning of
network resources permits the optimization of applications performance and infrastructure
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cost reduction. Four resource allocation strategies relying on the expertise that can be cap-
tured in workflow-based applications are considered. Results of these strategies are confined
virtual infrastructure descriptions that are interpreted by the HIPerNet engine responsible for
allocating, reserving and configuring physical resources. The evaluation of this framework
was carried out on the Aladdin/Grid’5000 testbed using a real application from the area of
medical image analysis.
Keywords Cloud computing · Resources allocation · IaaS · Workflows · Network
virtualization · Description language
1 Introduction
Cloud computing infrastructures are being increasingly exploited for tackling the compu-
tation needs of large-scale distributed applications. They provide resources on demand to
address the computation needs of the applications. The virtualization technologies exploited
ease the migration of heavyweight applications by adapting the execution environment to
the specific application requirements. A challenging problem, both for cloud providers and
cloud users is the estimation of the amount of resources to allocate out of the cloud for a
specific usage. In the commercial cloud offers, various business models have been devel-
oped to bill resources usage. They are usually based on a coarse-grained metering of the
amount of CPU and disk space consumed. Estimating the proper amount of resources to al-
locate is left to the responsibility of the user, although such an estimation is far from trivial,
especially when considering distributed applications. From a user point of view, assistance
in resources consumption planing and cost management is therefore highly desirable. Fur-
thermore, there exist non-commercial platforms for which a finer estimate of the resources
allocation process is of interest for the infrastructure providers. Finally, CPU and disk space
are not necessarily the only resources that can be provisioned. For instance, network band-
width is also a critical resource for many distributed applications. This paper addresses the
problem of estimating the “optimal” amount of cloud resources (network links and nodes)
needed to run complex distributed applications according to various strategies.
From an infrastructure provider point of view, the major challenge is to account (fi-
nancially or not) for resources usage according to specific criteria (e.g. fair share among
users, degressive price, etc). Commercial cloud infrastructures use a simple cost computa-
tion model (e.g. Amazon EC21 charges users per hours of resources usage, per GB/month of
storage and for the generated trafic in networks) that lets the user responsible for precisely
estimating the amount of resources to reserve. This practice is less suitable for dedicated
infrastructures, such as academic clouds or intra-enterprise clouds, for which providers are
not only interested in billing but also aim at improving quality of services and optimizing
resources sharing. Therefore, a finer grain model has to be proposed to (i) decide on the
amount of resources to allocate to each application and (ii) compute the resources usage
cost.
From a user point of view, the problem of determining the size of the infrastructure
to deploy for supporting a given application run is often a difficult one. Although a quasi-
unlimited amount of computing resources may be allocated, a trade-off has to be found
between (i) the allocated infrastructure cost, (ii) the performance expected and (iii) the opti-
mal performance achievable, that depends on the level of parallelization of the application.
1 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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Without assistance, the user has to resort to a qualitative appreciation of the optimal infras-
tructure to allocate, based on her previous experience with the application and the cloud
computing system used.
Theoretically, the cost of an infrastructure deployment and usage scenario may be quan-
titatively estimated by the system if sufficient information on the application and the infras-
tructure is known. In the general case though, it is hardly feasible to anticipate the precise
needs of a parallel application or the behavior of such an application given a determined size
infrastructure. Restraining the problem a bit more, it appears that workflow-based applica-
tions have good properties for such a quantitative estimation. Workflow-based applications
represent a large class of coarse-grained distributed applications [16]. Taking advantage of
the workflow formalism, the application logic can be interpreted and exploited to produce
an execution schedule estimate.
Determining the amount of computational and storage resources needed for each appli-
cation run is often not sufficient when considering distributed applications. Communication
network bandwidth is also a critical resource, shared among the infrastructure users, which
may impact application performance significantly. Nowadays, the virtualization paradigm
can be applied and combined to both network and computing resources and the Infrastruc-
ture as a Service can be extended to the network. This advanced cloud computing paradigm
enables the definition of confined execution environments, including the amount of virtual
resources needed, virtual network topology and network links bandwidth. The global cloud
infrastructure manager is able to create multiple, isolated and protected environments for
multiple users concurrently sharing the same set of physical resources without interfering
with each others.
The objective of this paper is to develop virtual infrastructures design strategies for cloud
computing platforms which size and topology is optimized according to some well-defined
metric. These strategies can be used for (i) users to foresee the optimal infrastructure needed
for their application given a determined input data set and (ii) infrastructure providers to
allocate resources. These strategies are implemented into a framework which allows users
to describe and automatically deploy their execution environment. The paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 defines the concept of customized virtual private execution infras-
tructure which extends the Infrastructure as a Service paradigm to the network. Section 3
formulates the workflow-based cost estimation model used to design such execution in-
frastructures according to four different strategies. Section 4 describes the HIPerNet virtual
infrastructure management middleware developed and proposes an experimental validation
of our approach using a real distributed application in the area of medical image analysis.
Experiments are carried out on the Aladdin/Grid’5000 research infrastructure.
2 Network extension of IaaS paradigm
In the cloud computing context, the network is generally not controlled and network re-
sources are charged according to the total volume of data transferred. Nowadays, networking
technology such as network resource virtualization or dynamic bandwidth control enables
the flexible provisioning of virtual network resources.
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2.1 The VPXI concept
We define the Virtual Private eXecution Infrastructure (VPXI) concept as a time-limited
interconnection of virtual computing resources through a virtual private overlay network.
Any user of a VPXI has the illusion that she is using her own distributed system, while in
reality she is using shared cloud resources. The resulting virtual instances are kept isolated
from each others. The members of a VPXI have a consistent view of a single private TCP/IP
overlay, independently from the underlying physical topology. A VPXI can span multiple
networks belonging to disparate administrative domains. Users can join from any location,
and deploy and use the same TCP/IP applications they were using on the Internet or their
intranet.
A VPXI can be formally represented as a graph in which a vertex is in charge of ac-
tive data-processing functions and an edge is in charge of moving the data between ver-
tices. A VPXI specification comprises the recursive description of: a) individual computing
resources or resource aggregates (clusters) involved, b) performance attributes for each re-
source element (capacity), c) security attributes, d) commercial attributes, e) temporal at-
tributes, f) elementary functions, which can be attributed to a single resource or a cluster
(e.g. request of computing nodes, storage nodes, visualization nodes, or routing nodes), g)
specific services to be provided by the resource (software), h) the virtual-network’s topol-
ogy, including the performance characteristics (typically bandwidth and latency), as well as
the security, commercial and temporal attributes of the virtual channels.
Fig. 1 illustrates this concept representing a virtual infrastructure composed by the ag-
gregation of virtual machines interconnected through virtual links. It shows two virtual
routers (vertices rvA and rvB) which are used to interconnect and perform the bandwidth
control among the other virtual resources (vertices rv 1 to 8). The virtual routers can in-
dependently forward the traffic of the different virtual infrastructures which share the same
physical network. Each edge represents a virtual link (as lv1 and lv2) with different config-
urations, used to interconnect a pair of virtual resources.
Fig. 1: Example of a VPXI composition using graph notation
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2.2 Virtual Infrastructures description
A VPXI is described through the Virtual eXecution Description Language (VXDL [24]).
VXDL is an XML-based language that allows the user to describe not only the end re-
sources, but also the virtual network’s topology, including virtual routers and timeline rep-
resentation. The VXDL grammar is divided into Virtual Resources, Virtual Network Topol-
ogy, and Virtual Timeline description as described below. Note that these descriptions are
partially optional: it is possible to specify a simple communication infrastructure (a virtual
private overlay network) or a simple aggregate of end resources without any network topol-
ogy description (a virtual cluster or grid).
Virtual Resources Description. This part of VXDL grammar enables users and applica-
tions to describe, in a simple and abstract way, all the required end hosts and host groups.
VXDL allows the basic resource parametrization (e.g. minimum and maximum acceptable
values for RAM memory and CPU frequency). An important feature of VXDL is that it
proposes cross-layer parameters. With the specification of anchor and the number of vir-
tual machines allocated per physical host users can directly interact with lower layers and
transmit application-specific information. The anchor parameters corresponds to a physi-
cal allocation constraint of a VPXI. Indeed, in theory a VPXI can be allocated anywhere
in a virtualized substrate, but sometimes it is desirable that a virtual end host (or group) be
positioned in a given physical location (e.g. a site or a machine - URL, IP) for an application-
specific reason. On the other hand, in a virtualized substrate, multiple virtual machines can
be allocated in the same physical host, sharing the real resources. VXDL enables the defi-
nition of a maximum number of virtual machines that must be allocated in a physical host,
enabling users to interact directly with the allocation algorithm.
Virtual Network Topology Description. VXDL brings two original aspects within the net-
work’s topology description: (i) the joined specification of network elements and computing
elements and (ii) the link-organization concept, which permits a simple and abstract descrip-
tion of complex structures. Links can define connections between end hosts, between end
hosts and groups, inside groups, between groups and VXrouters, and between VXrouters.
In VXDL grammar, the definition of source - destination pairs for each link is proposed.
The same link definition can be applied to different pairs, simplifying the specification of
complex infrastructures. For example, links used to interconnect all components of an ho-
mogeneous group, as a cluster, can all be defined in a same link description. Each link can
be defined by attributes such as latency, bandwidth, and direction. Latency and bandwidth
can be defined by the maximum and minimum values.
Virtual Timeline Description. Any VPXI can be permanent, semi-permanent, or temporary.
The VPXI are allocated for a defined lifetime in time slots. Time slots duration is specific
to the substrate-management framework and consequently this parameter is configured by
the manager of the environment. Often the VPXI components are not used simultaneously
or all along the VPXI lifetime. Thus, the specification of an internal timeline for each VPXI
can help optimizing the allocation, scheduling, and provisioning processes. Periods can be
delimited by temporal marks. A period can be activated after the end of another period.
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3 Virtual infrastructure design optimization problem
The virtual infrastructure design optimization problem is to determine, given a specific ap-
plication run to carry out, both the amount of resources and the network topology needed.
Minimizing the amount of resources needed is not necessarily the best objective function.
Indeed, it may be better to find a good trade-off between an execution infrastructure cost
and the application performance. Such an objective can be formulated as a cost function
whose parameters depend on the allocated infrastructure size. Both computing resources
and network bandwidth have to be considered in this cost function.
The general optimization problem is intractable given that it depends on the exact dis-
tributed application execution behavior. However, restraining the problem to workflow-
based applications makes it possible to exploit the knowledge on the application captured by
the formal workflow description to address this problem. Many coarse-grained distributed
application can be modeled as workflows of service invocation sequences. The workflow
directed graph features the application services to be executed (workflow nodes) and the
dependencies between these services (edges). As will be discussed later, only acyclic work-
flows for which the execution schedule can be statically determined are considered in this
paper. An example application workflow, used later on in the experimental validation, is
shown in Fig. 11. In this case, there are six services which are interconnected by data depen-
dencies. The workflow describes the application computational logic independently from
the actual data sets to be processed. Many workflow engines have been proposed to scale
the execution for a specific input data set [37]. Each application service might be invoked a
variable number of times depending on the data set size and, as long as no dependency exists
between two of these invocations, they can be performed concurrently to exploit distributed
resources.
3.1 Cost model for workflow-based applications
In our approach, an execution can occur in several stages. For each stage, the VPXI can
be reallocated with respect to a specific configuration, to perform the execution of part of
the workflow. After completing the execution, allocated resources are returned to the cloud.
The VPXI reconfiguration between different stages, which may involve redeployment of re-
sources, is time-consuming. One extreme condition, is to create a static VPXI for the whole
duration of the complete workflow execution, thus sparing the redeployment cost. Another
extreme, is to allocate new resources one by one on demand. The cost model proposed below
makes a fine-grained estimate of the resources that will be consumed for each application
run. Note that this model is applicable to estimate the cost of a single run of an applica-
tion on the infrastructure. It does not take into account other costs, such as the long term
storage of data onto the cloud storage service. Should users need data storage before and/or
after execution, they would be charged additionally and independently of the cost calculated
below.
All parameters used in the cost model described below are summarized in table 1. Let
mmax be the maximum number of computing nodes available on the infrastructure and s
be the number of execution stages of the application. The vector m = (m1,m2, ...,ms) is
the number of nodes used at each execution stage with ∀i,mi ≤ mmax. Let cr be the per-
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Table 1: Notations used in the cost function model.
mmax maximum number of computing nodes available on the infrastructure
n number of input data items
s number of execution stages of the application
m = (m1,m2, ...,ms) number of nodes used at each execution stage with ∀i,mi ≤ mmax
cr per-second cost of a computing resource
cb per-Mbps cost of bandwidth
Tdi deployment time of stage i (in seconds)
Ti(mi, n, b) execution time of stage i (in seconds)
b = (b1, b2, ..., bki), i ∈ [1..s] links bandwidth used at stage i (in Mbps)
second cost of a computing resource. The total computing cost of the infrastructure allocated
for the application is:
Cr = cr ×
s∑
i=1
mi × (Tdi + Ti(mi, n, b)) (1)
where Tdi is the deployment time (including resource reservation and initialization
time) and Ti(mi, n, b) is the execution time at stage i. Ti depends both on computing
time and data transfer time involved within stage i. It is parameterized by the number of
resources reserved (mi), the number of input data items to process (n) and the bandwidth
(b = (b1, b2, ..., bki), i ∈ [1..s]) of the network links used for data transfer. The compu-
tation of Ti is possible using the application logic described through the workflow. The
workflow engine used in our experiment, MOTEUR [16], was seminally designed to pro-
duce an execution schedule and control the distribution of an application at runtime. It was
enriched with a resource allocation and scheduling planner that is used to estimate Ti, given
that information on the workflow services execution time and transferred data amount is
available.
The total infrastructure cost is also impacted by the data transfer time. If the per-Mbps
cost of the reserved bandwidth is cb, then the total data transfer cost is:
Cb = cb ×
s∑
i=1
(Tdi + Ti(mi, n, b))
ki∑
j=1
bj (2)
This cost applies to an infrastructure where the amount of network bandwidth allocated
is controlled (e.g. HIPerNet [23]). It sums all data transfer costs involved in the workflow
execution, including workflow input data transferred from outside the cloud (at stage 1),
the temporary data generated during workflow execution (at all stages) and the output data
transferred to external resources (at stage s).
From formulas 1 and 2, the total infrastructure cost to execute the application can be
computed:
C = Cr + Cb (3)
This cost has to be optimized considering a maximum admissible cost and the applica-
tion performance scalability. A trade-off has to be found between the amount of computing
resources and network resources allocated (which impacts Ti), and the resulting cost.
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3.2 Comparison to a commercial offer
The cost model described in equations 1 and 2 can be used for cost estimation both from an
infrastructure provider and an infrastructure user point of view. Depending on the intended
usage, it may be tuned. For instance, Amazon EC2 cloud computing offer charge users per
hour, day or week of usage. The times estimated are therefore rounded at the ceil value in
the unit considered. In addition, Amazon EC2 does not account for infrastructure deploy-
ment time in billing (Tdi = 0). This cloud infrastructure also does not make it possible to
adapt nor guarantee the network bandwidth allocated. The amount of network resources is
therefore billed on the basis of the total amount of data transferred rather than the amount of
bandwidth consumed. Finally, Amazon charges for workflow input and output data transfers
(data transfer from and to the storage resources outside the cloud) additionally, while in the
model proposed above this transfer is accounted for in Cb (equation 2).
Consequently, the cost billed for the EC2 computing resources usage is one of:
C′r =


c′r ×mmax ×


s∑
i=1
Ti(mi, n, b)
3600


(4a)
c′r ×
s∑
i=1
mi ×
⌈
Ti(mi, n, b)
3600
⌉
(4b)
where c′r is the Amazon EC2 per-hour unit cost of computing resources. Case 4a applies
if a single reservation is made for the whole duration of the workflow execution. In that case,
there is a single stage and the maximum number of resources (mmax) will be reserved.
Case 4b applies if one reservation is made for each stage. Compared to equation 1, the cost
computed in equation 4 is impacted by rounding to the next hour. In particular in case of
multiple reservations (case 4b), the rounding at each stage may be penalizing. A trade-off has
to be found between reserving the maximum number of resources for the whole duration of
the computation (case 4a) and adapting the number of resources at each stage, at the expense
of an over-estimated platform usage time (case 4b).
Similarly, the cost charged for usage of network resources when transferring input/out-
put data in Amazon EC2 is:
C′b = c
′
b × VD (5)
where VD is the total amount of data transferred between EC2 and other data sources
(e.g. the user machine or a database server on Amazon S3), and c′b is a per-volume unit cost.
Unlike equation 2, this cost cannot be adapted to specific network usage requirements. This
reflects the fact that this infrastructure does not provide any bandwidth control mechanism.
The total Amazon EC2 cost is:
C′ = C′r + C
′
b (6)
3.3 VPXI design strategies
The application execution time for each stage (Ti) depends on the amount of resources
allocated within each VPXI. Four strategies are described below to determine VPXIs and
estimate the corresponding execution times.
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3.3.1 Naive strategy
Given p the number of services composing an application workflow and ti the benchmarked
execution time of service i ∈ 1..p, a set of mmax virtual computing nodes is allocated and
split proportionally to each service execution time: mmaxti/
∑
j
tj nodes are dedicated to
the service i. The network bandwidth is similarly allocated proportionally to the amount
of data to transfer between each pair of services, or the same bandwidth is reserved for
all links in the infrastructure. This strategy is naive in the sense that it only considers a
single execution stage and the resources are statically allocated to each service even though
a service may not be involved during the whole duration of the workflow execution. This
strategy serves as a performance base-line.
3.3.2 FIFO strategy
In this approach, we make the simplifying assumption that all services can be deployed on
every computing resources. These resources are thus indistinguishable and the scheduler
may request any task to be executed on any resource. A FIFO scheduling strategy is optimal
in this case and a single stage is considered since infrastructure redeployment is unnecessary
(T = T1). In addition, the same bandwidth is reserved for all links in the infrastructure
(b1 = b2 = ... = bk). As an example, Fig. 2 displays the estimated execution time and the
total cost of the workflow from Fig. 11 with regard to the bandwidth (for n = 32 input data
items and unit costs cr = cb = 0.2). When the bandwidth is small, the total cost is high
due to the data transfer time. When the bandwidth increases, the execution time and cost
both decrease. However, after a 2.0Mbps threshold, the execution time only slightly reduces
while the bandwidth allocation cost increase dominates. The optimization method used to
numerically approximate the optimal bandwidth leads to 0.6517Mbps.
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Fig. 2: Estimation of the execution time and total cost with regard to the bandwidth of the
FIFO strategy
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3.3.3 Optimized strategy
The FIFO strategy can only apply with identical resources and without optimizing the band-
widths between each pair of resources. Conversely, the optimized strategy described below
considers dividing the workflow execution in multiple stages and allocating resources and
bandwidth independently for each stage. The cost minimization algorithm is executed for
each stage to allocate an optimal number of virtual resources to the services involved in this
stage.
An algorithm is needed to decide on the number of stages and when infrastructure re-
configuration should happen. Firstly, the workflow of services is transformed into aDirected
Acyclic execution Graph (DAG), using the second composition approach presented in [39]
for instance. Secondly, the DAG is divided in execution stages, each of them meant to be
executed on a specific virtual infrastructure. An example execution DAG for the workflow
of Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 3, where IN and OUT are special entry and exit nodes that are not
accounted for in the execution and data transfer times estimation. The pseudo-code of the
DAG split into stages is presented in algorithm 1. An execution stage is defined as the set of
invocations which have the same depth in the DAG graph.
Note that the DAG generation is only possible for workflows without unbounded loops
(the exact number of invocations of each service needs to be known) so that the workflow
planer can determine a complete execution schedule. Workflows including while kind of
loops, or foreach constructs iterating over unknown size data structures make the workflow
unresolvable prior to execution. This is limiting the class of applications that can be planed.
Yet, this represents a broad category of workflow applications in e-Science (many data-
intensive, scientific workflow languages do not support loops [12]). A solution for dealing
with workflows with unresolvable constructs is to divide them into smaller resolvable sub-
workflows. This generation process has to be revised dynamically though (e.g. each time a
loop is iterated, the loop body sub-workflow can be generated). Such a strategy was imple-
mented in the workflow manager of the DIET middleware (MA DAG) for instance, to deal
with workflows which could not be represented by DAGs2.
Algorithm 1 Execution DAG split into stages
Require: processedServices list initialized with all workflow inputs.
Require: stage = 1
while There are still services to process do
stage-services = empty list
for each service S in workflow do
if all inputs of S come from the list of processed services then
add S into stage-services
set stage of service S to stage
end if
end for
add list stage-services to list processedServices
increment the stage counter (stage = stage + 1)
end while
At each execution stage, the infrastructure is reconfigured for only deploying the specific
services involved in that stage. The resources are allocated proportionally to the number of
2 DIET MA DAG: http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/˜diet/workflow.html
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Fig. 3: DAG jobs of Bronze Standard application for n inputs
invocations needed for each service. In a typical data intensive application execution, there
are more data items to process (n) than resources available (mmax). For instance, in the
case of a stage i with only one service S (e.g. stage 1, 2 or 4 in Fig. 3), mmax data items
are processed concurrently by S and the process is repeated n/mmax times, leading to the
execution time:
Ti =
⌈
n
mmax
⌉
× TS (7)
where TS is the execution time for S.
More generally, the optimal resources and bandwidth allocation strategy, taking into
account the number of service invocations, the execution time and the data transfer time in
each stage is computed using the multi-criterions Downhill Simplex minimization method.
Let invj , j = 1..s be the number of invocations of service j at stage i where s is the
number of services being executed at this stage. Let vector m = (m1,m2, ...,ms) be a
combination of number of resources allocated to the service j. This combination must satisfy
the condition
∑s
j=1
mj ≤ mmax. The resulting optimal execution time to complete invj
invocations of service j is:
Tj =
⌈
invj
mj
⌉
× Tuj (8)
where Tuj is the unit execution time of service j.
3.3.4 Services grouping optimization
The total execution cost also depends on the infrastructure deployment time of each stage.
An optimization of the total resources reservation and redeployment time was designed, ex-
tending the job grouping strategy without loss of parallelism introduced in [15]. This strategy
minimizes the application makespan by grouping services which would have been executed
sequentially, thus reducing data transfers and the number of job invocations needed. Apply-
ing this strategy to the workflow of Fig. 11, two services groups are identified which do not
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(a) Grouping without parallelism loss
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(b) Resulting execution DAG considering n input data items
Fig. 4: Services grouping without parallelism loss
cause loss of parallelism as shown in Fig. 4a. The number of execution stages can also be
reduced as shown in Fig. 4b.
This strategy only exploits workflow topology information but not the actual execution
cost of the services, although it might be preferable to loose some degree of parallelism,
when the grouping gain is higher. The trade-off can be found thanks to the execution planner
developed for the allocation strategies. Starting from the execution DAG split into stages,
job invocation groups are evaluated for each consecutive pair of stages. For each service A
of the workflow involved in the stage i, let B0, B1, ..., Bj be all children from A in stage
i+1. All possible combinations of groupingA with one or more of theBk services is tested
and the resulting execution cost is evaluated by optimizing the number of resources and the
bandwidth allocated. In the example used throughout this paper, the best solution is shown
in Fig. 5.
CrestLines
CrestMatch 
PFMatchICP Yasmina Baladin 
PFRegister 
Database
Fig. 5: Grouping CrestMatch, PFMatchICP, Yasmina and Baladin
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<vxdl : resource>
<vxdl : id>database </ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : ramMemory>
<vxdl : min>1</vxdl : min>
<vxdl : minUnit>GB</ vxdl : minUnit>
</ vxdl : ramMemory>
</ vxdl : resource>
Fig. 6: Generic part description in VXDL language
<vxdl : group>
<vxdl : id>C l u s t e r S e r v i c e i </ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : func t ion>
<vxdl : id>computing</ vxdl : id>
</ vxdl : fun c t ion>
<vxdl : s i z e>
<vxdl : min>m i</ vxdl : min>
</ vxdl : s i z e>
<vxdl : resource>
<vxdl : id>N o d e C l u s t e r S e r v i c e i </ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : ramMemory>
<vxdl : min>512</ vxdl : min>
<vxdl : minUnit>MB</ vxdl : minUnit>
</ vxdl : ramMemory>
</ vxdl : resource>
</ vxdl : group>
Fig. 7: VXDL description of one cluster of computing resources
3.4 Virtual resources description generation
For each VPXI design strategy, a VPXI is described through VXDL. This VPXI is composed
of two parts: a generic part and variable one. The generic part is used to describe manda-
tory nodes to execute an application (e.g. middleware, database). In our model, we use one
node for this part. It is used for the database server storing the input data, intermediate and
final results. Fig. 6 presents the description of this part. The variable part composing of
computing resources is generated according to the design strategies presented in section 3.3.
The naive strategy divides the set ofm virtual computing resources proportionally to the
execution time of workflow services. We use the <vxdl:group> tag to describe a cluster
of virtual computing resources corresponding to a workflow service. This cluster composes
of mi = mmaxti/
∑
j
tj resources with a minimum amount of RAM. Fig. 7 presents the
description of this strategy.
Similarly to the naive strategy, the FIFO strategy runs the application in a single stage
and assumes that all services can be deployed on every computing resources. Therefore, the
VXDL description has only one group.
The optimized strategy has a more complex description which uses the Virtual Timeline
Description of VXDL language. Fig. 8 presents an example of the application which has
two stages. The first stage has one service which executes in ti seconds. The second stage
has three services starting at the same time after first stage has finished.
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<vxdl : v i r t u a l T i m e l i n e>
<vxdl : id>Ap pl i c a t io n Time l in e </ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : t i m e l i n e>
<vxdl : id>T1</ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : a c t i v a t e>S e r v i c e i </ vxdl : a c t i v a t e>
<vxdl : u n t i l>
<vxdl : tota lTime>t i </ vxdl : tota lTime>
<vxdl : to ta lTimeUni t>s</ vxdl : to ta lTimeUni t>
</ vxdl : u n t i l>
</ vxdl : t i m e l i n e>
<vxdl : t i m e l i n e>
<vxdl : id>T2</ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : a f t e r>T1</ vxdl : a f t e r>
<vxdl : a c t i v a t e>S e r v i c e j 1 </ vxdl : a c t i v a t e>
<vxdl : a c t i v a t e>S e r v i c e j 2 </ vxdl : a c t i v a t e>
<vxdl : a c t i v a t e>S e r v i c e j 3 </ vxdl : a c t i v a t e>
<vxdl : u n t i l>
<vxdl : tota lTime>t j </ vxdl : tota lTime>
<vxdl : to ta lTimeUni t>s</ vxdl : to ta lTimeUni t>
</ vxdl : u n t i l>
</ vxdl : t i m e l i n e>
</ vxdl : v i r t u a l T i m e l i n e>
Fig. 8: Virtual Timeline Description for the optimized strategy
<vxdl : v i r tu a lTopo lo gy>
<vxdl : id>VirtualNetwork </ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : l ink>
<vxdl : id>l v 1</ vxdl : id>
<vxdl : bandwidth>
<vxdl : min>2</vxdl : min>
<vxdl : minUnit>Mbps</ vxdl : minUnit>
</ vxdl : bandwidth>
<vxdl : d i r e c t i o n>bi </ vxdl : d i r e c t i o n>
<vxdl : pair>
<vxdl : source>database </ vxdl : source>
<vxdl : d e s t i n a t i o n>c l u s t e r s e r v i c e i </ vxdl : d e s t i n a t i o n>
</ vxdl : pair>
</ vxdl : l ink>
</ vxdl : v i r tua lTopo logy>
Fig. 9: Virtual network topology description
The virtual network topology is specified by depending on each application. The more
dependence between workflow services, the more complicated network topology. Each link
is specified by a minimum amount of bandwidth and one or more pairs of source/destina-
tion. Fig. 9 shows a typical link between the database storing the workflow input and the
computing resource cluster of a workflow service.
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4 Validation on the Aladdin/Grid’5000 testbed
The cloud nodes and network allocation framework described in this paper is implemented
using the HIPerNet middleware [3,35], designed in the context of the HIPCAL project3.
HIPerNet manages a set of VPXIs as illustrated in Fig. 10 where two virtual execution in-
frastructures (VPXI A and VPXI B) are represented. Each application can execute, confined
in a VPXI dedicated for a defined time period. Our workflow application manager was in-
strumented with the HIPerNet API to make it able to control the cloud resources allocation.
Fig. 10: Example of a VPXI allocation on a distributed and virtualized HIPerSpace.
4.1 HIPerNet framework and Grid’5000 substrate
HIPerNet provides a framework to build and manage private, dynamic, predictable, and
large-scale virtual computing environments, that high-end challenging applications can use
with traditional APIs: standard POSIX calls, sockets, and Message Passing (e.g. MPI and
OpenMP) communication libraries. With this framework, a user preempts and, for a given
timeframe, virtually interconnects a pool of virtual resources from a distributed physical
substrate, in order to execute her application. VPXIs correspond to the HIPerNet’s manage-
ment unit.
The HIPerNet framework aims at partitioning a distributed physical infrastructure (com-
puters, disks, and networks) into dedicated virtual private computing environments com-
posed dynamically. When a new machine joins the physical resource set, HIPerNet prepares
its operating system to enable several virtual machines (VMs) to be instantiated dynami-
cally when required. This set of potential virtual machines is called an HIPerSpace and it
is represented in the HIPerSpace database. The HIPerSpace is the only entity that sees the
physical entities. A resource, volunteer to join the resource pool, is automatically initiated
and registered in the HIPerSpace database. The discovery of all the devices of the physical
node is also automatic. An image of the specific HIPerNet operating system is deployed
on it. In our current HIPerNet implementation, the operating system image basically con-
tains the Xen Hypervisor and its domain of administration called domain 0 (Dom 0). The
HIPerSpace registrar (operational HIPerVisor) collects and stores data persistently, and man-
ages accounts (e.g. the authentication database). It is therefore hosted by a physical machine
3 http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP/RESO/Projects/HIPCAL/ProjetsHIPCAL.html
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outside of the HIPerSpace itself. For the sake of robustness and scalability, the HIPerSpace
registrar can be replicated or even distributed.
When a user submits a VPXI request specified using the VXDL language, the HIPer-
Net allocator examines the request and executes an embedding algorithm to map the virtual
infrastructure on the physical one. Then if the request is accepted, HIPerNet deploys or
reconfigures the virtual resources of the VPXI according to this specification. Using the
bandwidth control concept in Grid’5000 [34], HIPerNet allocates link bandwidth to all the
virtual links whose bandwidth was explicitly specified in VXDL during the request submis-
sion. When a VPXI is created, virtual links are provisioned according to the VXDL request.
Within this request, the user can specify several stages for the VPXI, involving different
configurations of bandwidth to best fit the application’s requirements. While the VPXI is
running, the user can change its configuration moving from one stage to another.
The experiments are carried out using several virtual infrastructures managed by HIPer-
Net within the Aladdin/Grid’5000 testbed4. Aladdin/Grid’5000 enables a user to request,
reconfigure, and access physical machines belonging to 9 sites distributed in France. In our
experiments, several Aladdin/Grid’5000 nodes were reserved to compose a pool of physical
resources that we initialize to form a HIPerSpace. To instantiate an HIPerSpace, specific
tools provided by the testbed are used. This is the only part aware of the physical infras-
tructure of the HIPerNet middleware. All the other parts are independent of the physical
resources because they use them indirectly through the services provided by HIPerNet.
4.2 Test application
The experiments are performed using the Bronze Standard (BS) a real workflow-based ap-
plication from the area of medical image analysis [17]. The BS technique tackles the difficult
problem of validating medical-image analysis tools. As there is usually no reference, or gold
standard, to validate the result of a medical image analysis algorithm, it is very difficult to
objectively assess the results’ quality. The BS technique statistically quantifies the maximal
error resulting from widely used image registration algorithms. The larger the sample im-
age database and the number of registration algorithms to compare with, the most accurate
the method. This procedure is very scalable and described through a complex application
workflow illustrated in Fig. 11. In the experiments reported below, a clinical database with
59 pairs of patient images was used. For each run, 354 computing tasks were generated.
4.3 Experiments
For testing the allocation strategies, a system image containing the OS (based on a De-
bian Etch Linux distribution with a kernel version 2.6.18-8), the domain-specific image
processing services was created. The infrastructures allocated are managed by the HIPerNet
framework which enables the joint virtualization of computing and network resources. The
physical resources were reserved on the fully reconfigurable Aladdin/Grid’5000 research
infrastructure, cluster sagittaire in Lyon, France. The physical resources are Sun Fire V20z
machines, 2.4GHz, 2 cores and 2GB RAM interconnected through 1Gbps Ethernet. The
experimental infrastructure is diagrammed in Fig. 12. For all experiments, 36 physical com-
puters were reserved. The MOTEUR workflow engine, as a client of the HIPerNet cloud
4 https://www.grid5000.fr
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Floating Reference CL_size 
CrestMatch 
PFMOpt 
PFMatchICP 
Yasmina 
YasminaOpt 
Baladin 
BaladinOpt 
PFRegister 
Results
Fig. 11: Bronze Standard workflow.
manager engine, was hosted on one physical host, outside of the cloud. The 35 remaining
computers were registered in the HIPerSpace. The HIPerNet engine deploys and manages
virtual machines on these computer on demand (dark arrows), either with on OS image
of the input database server or the application services. In our experiments, each physical
computer hosts a single virtual machine. MOTEUR produces VXDL descriptions that are
requested to the HIPerNet engine (blue connection). After receiving all virtual machines al-
located to the VPXI, MOTEUR connects to the computing nodes to invoke the application
services (red connections). The computing nodes connect to the database host to copy the
input data and send the computational results, and the final results are sent to MOTEUR
(green connections).
Virtual Machine 2 
Computing Node
Virtual Machine 1 
Database
HIPerNet engine
Virtual Machine k
Computing Node
Virtual Machine 35 
Computing Node
Fig. 12: Experimental infrastructure
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Table 2: Benchmark of the BS services execution time and data transfer volumes.
Services Time (average ± standard deviation) Input data Produced data
CrestLines 31.06s ± 0.57 15MB 10MB
CrestMatch 3.22s ± 0.51 25MB 4MB
PFMatchICP 10.14s ± 2.41 10.2MB 240kB
PFRegister 0.64s ± 0.22 240kB 160kB
Yasmina 52.94s ± 12.96 15.2MB 4MB
Baladin 226.18s ± 19.36 15.2MB 4MB
For the needs of the MOTEUR planner, all 6 services involved in the BS workflow
have been benchmarked for execution time and amount of data transferred as reported in
table 2. For each experiment, the application was executed 5 times and the makespan was
averaged to minimize the execution time variations encountered in distributed computing.
The standard deviation is also reported.
For each strategy, the planner optimizer was executed to determine the configuration
with the minimal execution cost. The number of virtual machines allocated to the applica-
tion and the bandwidth between the database node and computing nodes are specified by
corresponding VXDL documents.
4.3.1 Single stage strategies
The naive and FIFO strategies are single-stage. They use maximum available computing
resources (34 computing machines) with an optimal bandwidth yielding to a minimal exe-
cution cost. The virtual infrastructures of the naive and FIFO strategies are represented in
Fig. 13 and 14, respectively. Conversely, the optimized strategies are multi-stages, optimize
bandwidth needed, and may allocate less resources than the maximum available when there
is no gain in doing so.
Fig. 13: Virtual Infrastructure composition considering naive strategy.
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Fig. 14: Virtual Infrastructure composition considering FIFO strategy.
We also measured the deployment time of the virtual infrastructure before running the
application and the reconfiguration time between stages of the optimized strategies. The
reconfiguration time takes into account bandwidth reconfiguration between the database host
and computing nodes allocated to application services in each stage. The virtual machines
in stage n are reused in stage n+1. If the stage n+1 use more virtual machines than stage
n, additional virtual machines are deployed during the execution of stage n.
The naive allocation strategy allocated the 34 computing nodes to application services as
follows: 3 nodes for CrestLines, 1 node for CrestMatch, 1 node for PFMatchICP, 1 node for
PFRegister, 5 nodes for Yasmina, and 23 nodes for Baladin. The same bandwidth, 2.69Mbps,
is used for all computing nodes. The application makespan is 67.08min± 0.10min. This ex-
periment shows that the virtual resources are not well exploited during the execution. Fig. 15
shows a schedule of this strategy. Each colored line represent one task duration: it starts once
the corresponding task has been submitted and stops at the end of its execution. The first,
brighter part of the line represents the task waiting time spent from submission until a re-
source becomes available for execution. Colors are arbitrary and just help to distinguish the
different tasks. As can be seen, at the beginning of the execution, only three nodes are used
to execute the CrestLines service. Other resources are wasted. Similarly, the result of Crest-
Match is needed for three services: PFMatchICP, Yasmina and Baladin but there is only one
resource allocated to this service according to this strategy and it becomes a bottleneck.
Fig. 15: Tasks schedule with the naive strategy
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The makespan of the FIFO strategy is lower: 46.88min ± 0.78min with the optimal
bandwidth (1.16Mbps). The standard deviation of this strategy is higher due to the variable
arriving order of the tasks. Some long tasks can be executed on the same computing resource,
leading to the increase of the application makespan. Fig. 16 shows a typical task schedule
for this strategy.
Fig. 16: Tasks schedule with the FIFO strategy
4.3.2 Multi-stages strategies
For the optimized strategies, the planer determines the number of virtual resources and the
bandwidths yielding to a minimal execution cost. Without services grouping there are 4
execution stages which are represented in Fig. 17. According to the optimization results:
only 30 nodes were allocated for the first, second and fourth stages (additional resources
would be wasted). The bandwidths are 4.62Mbps, 14.74Mbps and 3.87Mbps, respectively.
For the third stage, 4 nodes were allocated to PFMatchICP, 6 nodes for Yasmina and 20
nodes for Baladin. The bandwidth for each service in this stage is 0.87Mbps, 1.36Mbps and
1.29Mbps, respectively. The corresponding application makespan is 37.05min ± 0.25min.
Further grouping the application services as shown in Fig. 5, the application is divided
into three stages only, using 30 nodes each. As presented in Fig. 18, the bandwidth allo-
cated for each stage is 4.90Mbps, 1.95Mbps and 3.87Mbps, respectively. The application
makespan is then 22.93min ± 0.35min. Besides the execution time improvement, the num-
ber of resources consumed is also lowered. As we can observe in Fig. 19, all tasks of the
same stage do not finish exactly at the same time though, due to some variations of the im-
age analysis tools execution time depending on the exact processed image content. This has
an impact as the tasks of stage n have to wait for the longest task of stage n− 1 before the
system can be reconfigured.
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Fig. 17: Virtual Infrastructure composition considering optimized strategy without grouping
services
Fig. 18: Virtual Infrastructure composition considering optimized strategy with grouping
services
4.3.3 Summary
In conclusion, table 3 compares the performance of the strategies presented above and the
associated platform cost computed using equation 3. The worst case is the naive strategy
that uses the maximum number of resources for a very large makespan and a long deploy-
ment. The FIFO strategy spends the same time to deploy the infrastructure but it has a better
makespan than the naive strategy. The naive and FIFO strategies reconfiguration time is
null since they are single-stage. The optimized strategy without grouping services has better
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Fig. 19: Tasks schedule with optimized services grouping
results both in terms of application makespan and number of resources consumed than the
naive and FIFO strategies, although it has to spend time to reconfigure the infrastructure
after each stage. The best case is obtained for the optimized strategy with services grouping.
It uses less resources, spends less time to reconfigure the infrastructure and returns the re-
sults faster. In terms of the deployment time, the naive and FIFO strategies take 29.83min
to deploy 35 virtual machines. It is to be noted that HIPerNet does not enable the paral-
lel deployment of resources yet. This duration corresponds to the time needed to copy the
OS images (319MB) from the HIPerNet engine to the virtual machines and start them se-
quentially. The optimized strategies use only 31 machines, reducing the deployment time to
25.68min. In the future, parallel deployment is expected to lower this redeployment over-
head. As expected, the cost estimated is lowered for higher performing strategies to the
reduction of the application makespan and of the network bandwidth consumed.
Table 3: Performance comparison between the four strategies
Strategy Makespan #VM
Deployment Reconfiguration Execution cost
time time (×105)
Naive 67.08min± 0.10 35 29.83min 0 1.40 × cr + 3.68 × cb
FIFO 46.88min± 0.78 35 29.83min 0 0.98 × cr + 1.10 × cb
Optimized
(without grouping) 37.05min± 0.25 31 25.68min 79.29s 0.69 × cr + 0.98 × cb
Optimized
(with grouping) 22.93min± 0.58 31 25.68min 52.86s 0.42 × cr + 0.48 × cb
4.3.4 Comparison with a commercial offer
Table 4 presents the cost billed by Amazon EC2 (equation 6) as a function of the unit costs
(currently in Europe, c′r =$0.10 / VM / hour, and c
′
b =$0.15 / day / GB). For these com-
putations we made the hypothesis of the same running times on Amazon EC2 nodes as on
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the Aladdin/Grid’5000 platform. While Amazon EC2 data transfer cost is the same for all
strategies (transfer of 1GB input and output data), the cost payed for computing resources
varies. The naive strategy, executing in more than one hour, dominates the reservation cost
for computing resources (2 hours × 35VMs × c′r). The reservation duration reduces to
one hour for other strategies. Since the FIFO strategy uses 35VMs, its cost is higher than
the optimized strategy with and without grouping optimization which use less resources
(31VMs). Compared to Amazon EC2 cost, the cost model introduced in this paper is not
rounded to the next hour, thus showing a decrease of the execution cost following the ap-
plication makespan decrease. Moreover, the exact amount of bandwidth allocated is taken
into account, thus showing a decrease on the data transfer cost for higher performing strate-
gies. This cost is closer to a real measurement of the amount of resources consumed on the
platform.
Table 4: Comparison with Amazon EC2
Strategy Makespan #VM
Execution cost
HIPerNet (×105) Amazon EC2
Naive 67.08min± 0.10 35 1.40 × cr + 3.68 × cb 2h × 35VMs × c
′
r
+ 1GB × c′
b
FIFO 46.88min± 0.78 35 0.98 × cr + 1.10 × cb 1h × 35VMs × c
′
r
+ 1GB × c′
b
Optimized
(without grouping) 37.05min± 0.25 31 0.69 × cr + 0.98 × cb 1h × 31VMs × c
′
r
+ 1GB × c′
b
Optimized
(with grouping) 22.93min± 0.58 31 0.42 × cr + 0.48 × cb 1h × 31VMs × c
′
r
+ 1GB × c′
b
4.3.5 Impact of bandwidth control on application cost
Further experiments to evaluate the bandwidth control mechanism were also performed.
The application was executed using the optimized strategy with service grouping under two
additional network bandwidth configurations: lower and higher bandwidth values than the
optimal found were tested (1 Mbps and 10 Mbps respectively). Table 5 displays for each
configuration: the data transfer time in each stage (in seconds), the application makespan (in
minutes) and the corresponding cost. Comparing the results with the optimized bandwidth
allocation, it appears that using a low bandwidth, the makespan increases as expected. How-
ever, the cost increases as well because the cost gain on network bandwidth is compensated
by the loss on computing nodes reservation time. With the high bandwidth, the application
makespan can be reduced (-22.72% in this case) at a higher cost (+102% computed with
cr = cb = 0.10).
Table 5: Bandwidth control mechanism evaluation
Bandwidth Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Makespan Execution cost
(s) (s) (s) (min) (×105)
Low (1 Mbps) 222.59± 2.51 316.57± 40.37 2.91± 0.50 34.78± 0.67 0.65 × cr + 0.31 × cb
Optimized 53.8± 4.56 171.72± 24.66 1.53± 0.23 22.93± 0.58 0.42 × cr + 0.48 × cb
High (10 Mbps) 30.79± 3.85 42.68± 9.55 1.09± 0.18 17.72± 0.23 0.33 × cr + 1.61 × cb
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5 Related work
This work is related to workflow scheduling, resources management and mapping work-
flows onto resources. Many existing resource allocation and task scheduling strategies for
grid applications (e.g. [8]) focus on matchmaking algorithms which goal is not to determine
an optimal allocation but is limited to identify suitable resources. Workflow-based alloca-
tion algorithms [6,7,18,26] can deliver better performances than matchmaking algorithms.
However, the objective of these algorithms is to minimize the application makespan and they
do not take into account the execution cost on a pay-per-use platform.
The best-effort algorithms such as Min-Min, Max-Min [25] or HEFT [32] focus only
on minimizing the application makespan while other QoS constraints algorithms such as
Deadline/Time Distribution [38] and LOSS/GAIN [29] consider a multi-objective scheduling
problem. However, all of them do not take into account the link bandwidth for data exchange
between workflow services.
In [28], Ramakrishnan et al presented a fault tolerance workflow scheduling algorithm to
orchestrate multiple workflows on Grid and Cloud infrastructures by duplicating the execu-
tion of some workflows to increase the probability of success of individual tasks. This kind
of approach, although potentially efficient in reducing execution time, does not consider the
infrastructure cost. Other workflow scheduling algorithms under resource allocation con-
straints have been also proposed [30,36]. In [30], Senkul et al presented an architecture for
workflow scheduling that considers resource allocation cost and control constraints (e.g. co-
allocation of tasks on a same resource). It does not take into account resource limitations
and heterogeneity. Furthermore, our approach differs as it considers the trade-off between
allocation cost and performance.
Silva et al presented in [31] a heuristic for resources allocation on utility computing
infrastructure. This heuristic optimizes the number of machines allocated to process tasks
and speed up the execution within a limitation of budget. However, this heuristic is only
suitable for bag-of-tasks problems in which there is no dependence and the communication
between tasks.
Within the Service Level Agreements (SLA) context, Dang et al presented in [10,11]
the resource allocation algorithms to map grid-based workflows onto grid resources. These
algorithms try to assign the workflow tasks to grid resources so as to meet the user’s deadline
and minimize the cost. These algorithms do not take into account the network bandwidth.
Concerning the virtual resources and network description language, new challenges
coming from virtualization techniques have to be considered to complement the specifi-
cation proposed by classical infrastructures [21,33,13]. Some works have proposed specific
languages to describe, model, and exchange information on network topologies [22,2,5].
But in addition, it is needed to combine the spatial and temporal aspects of virtual infras-
tructures. For example, the Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [9] proposes a mechanism
to package and distribute software to be run in one or more virtual machines. Already, the
Open Cloud Computing Interface Working Group (OCCI-WG) [1] is investigating a solu-
tion to interface with Cloud Infrastructures exposed as services. The cloud infrastructures
resources (compute, network and storage) are described using a simple key-value-based de-
scriptor format.
These languages are very efficient for their proposal, but none of them meet all the
specification requirements in terms of flexibility, expressiveness, reliability, and simplicity,
required to achieve an optimal VPXI specification and allocation [23].
The use of virtual grids to simplify application scheduling has been explored in [20].
They propose a descriptive language, vgDL, which enables users to specify an initial de-
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scription of the desirable resources, resulting in a pre-selected virtual grid corresponding
to a simple vgDL description. vgDL proposes three aggregation types to specify the inter-
connection network: LooseBag, TightBag and Cluster. The approach proposed in VXDL
is more comprehensive and allows the definition of the infrastructure’s shape through the
description and configuration of virtual links.
The approach of controlled virtual network infrastructures, running in parallel over a
shared physical network is an emerging idea offering a variety of new features for the net-
work. Cabo [14] proposes to exploit virtual networks for Internet Service Providers, dis-
tinguishing them from the physical infrastructure providers, and giving them end-to-end
control. HIPerNet shares the same vision but focuses more on distributed computing appli-
cation and proposes a language to express the infrastructure requirements in capacity, time,
and space.
In [4], the authors propose VINI, a virtual network infrastructure that allows several
virtual networks to share a single physical infrastructure, in a similar way to HIPerNet. VINI
makes the network transparent to the user, representing each component of the network.
This being one of our main interests, HIPerNet provides a language, VXDL, to specify the
topology of those components. The GENI project [27] aims to build a shared infrastructure
for hosting multiple types of network experiments. VXDL can help in the description of
slices and HIPerNet is an orchestration framework that suits GENI’s requirements.
Similarly to the network elasticity of HIPerNet, DaVinci [19] is a concept proposing also
virtual networks adapting to performance objectives. In DaVinci, the network is monitored
and the different virtual networks adapt dynamically to the conditions in order to optimize
their performance. While this approach is an interesting way to improve virtual network
quality, our approach considers virtual network user’s as well as substrate provider’s inter-
ests, coming with a cost model. A user reserves virtual network capacity to a certain cost
and has in return performance guarantees for the reserved period of time.
6 Conclusion
This paper proposed strategies to determine a cost/performance trade-off when executing
workflow-based distributed applications on a cloud infrastructure. The advanced network
bandwidth control capabilities of the HIPerNet middleware are exploited to extend the tra-
ditional cloud paradigm to network provisioning. An experimental validation was carried
out using a real workflow-based medical application. Results assess the performance of the
optimized strategy with job grouping optimization. They show the critical impact of network
performance on the application. The solution implemented can be exploited by end-users to
minimize their costs or service provider to design resources sharing strategies.
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